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BY  THE  NUMBERS

ELASTIC SUMMARY

N/A
DIVIDEND YIELD

-26%
Y/Y RETURN

$5.9B
MARKET CAP

TICKER: ESTC

PRICE: $71.93

Elastic is a search company that provides technology
that enables users to search through structured and

unstructured data for a range of consumer and
enterprise applications. 

 
The company was founded in 2012 and is

headquartered in Mountain View, California.



SHARE PRICE
PERFORMANCE

ESTC

1 YEAR

ALL-TIME (OCT 2018 - TODAY)



Elasticsearch - a distributed, real-time search and analytics engine, and
data store for various types of data, including textual, numerical,
geospatial, structured, and unstructured
Kibana - a user interface, management, and configuration interface for
the Elastic Stack
Beats -  a single-purpose data shippers for sending data from edge
machines to Elasticsearch or Logstash
Logstash - a data processing pipeline for ingesting data into
Elasticsearch or other storage systems. 

Elastic has many different offerings as part of their Elastic Stack which is a
set of software products that ingest and store data from various sources

and formats, as well as perform search, analysis, and visualization. 
 

The company's Elastic Stack product comprises of: 
 

1.

2.

3.

4.

 
 

They also provide software solutions on the Elastic Stack that address
cases, including app search, site search, enterprise search, logging,

metrics, application performance monitoring, business analytics, and
security analytics. Its products are used by individual developers and

organizations of a range of industries.
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ANALYSIS



When you hail a ride home from work with Uber, Elastic helps power the
systems that locate nearby riders and drivers. When you shop online 

at Walgreens, Elastic helps power finding the right products to add to your 
cart. When you look for a partner on Tinder, Elastic helps power the

algorithms that guide you to a match. When you search across Adobe’s
millions of assets, Elastic helps power finding the right photo, font,

or color palette to complete your project. As Sprint operates its nationwide 
network of mobile subscribers, Elastic helps power the logging billions of

events per day to track and manage website performance issues and 
network outages. As SoftBank monitors the usage of thousands

of servers across its entire IT environment, Elastic helps power the 
processing of terabytes of daily data in real time. When Indiana University

welcomes a new student class, Elastic helps power the cybersecurity 
operations protecting thousands of devices and critical data across
collaborating universities in the BigTen Security Operations Center. 
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EXAMPLES OF USE



Put simply, Elastic is helping companies leverage their data better but more
specifically unstructured data. According to projections from IDC, 80% of

worldwide data will be unstructured by 2025. For many large companies, its
reached that critical mass already. Unstructured data creates a unique

challenge for organizations wishing to use their information for analysis. It
can’t easily be stored in a database, and it has attributes that make it a

challenge to search for, edit and analyze, especially on the fly. While
unstructured data is nothing new, where it’s coming from certainly is.

Traditional unstructured data stores are made up of text documentation and
other file types, including photos and audio. The new wave of unstructured

data is increasingly coming from sources outside the organization, usually in
the form of social media data, or real-time streaming data from IoT ‘smart’

devices. There is also geographic data, search engine queries, and many
other kinds, with new varieties coming online daily. These data types create
a unique challenge for organizations struggling to analyze data beyond their

traditional structured stores.
 

The difference between structured and unstructured data is that structured
data is objective facts and numbers that most analytics software can

collect, making it easy to export, store, and organize in typical databases
like Excel, Google Sheets, and SQL. You can also easily examine structured

data with standard data analysis methods and tools like regression analysis
and pivot tables. 

 
On the contrary, unstructured data is usually subjective opinions and

judgments of your brand in the form of text, which most analytics software
can’t collect, making it difficult to export, store, and organize in typical

databases. 
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UNSTRUCTURED DATA



 Search, content analytics, and cognitive/AI software 
Estimate opportunity in this market segment to be $8B based on IDC’s
sizing of the market for search systems, content analytics, and
cognitive/AI software platforms.

IT operations management
Estimate opportunity in this market segment to be $9B based on IDC’s
sizing of the market for IT Operations Management.

Big data and analytics software
Estimate our opportunity in this market segment to be $23B based on
IDC’s sizing of the markets for End-User Query, Reporting, and Analysis;
Advanced and Predictive Analytics; Location Analytics; Nonrelational
Analytic Data Stores; and Analytic Data Integration and Integrity.

Security analytics 
Estimate our opportunity in this market segment to be $5B based on
IDC’s sizing on the markets for Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM), Policy and Compliance, and Forensics and Incident 

Users initially applied ESTC's offerings for search, content analytics, and
cognitive/AI use cases. Based on IDC’s sizing of the market for search
systems, content analytics, and cognitive/AI software platforms, this

represented a total addressable market of $3B back in 2012. 
 

Since then, ESTC estimates that their total addressable market has grown to
$45B based on the sum of four market segments:
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You also can’t examine unstructured data analysis methods and tools.
Most of the time, you must store unstructured data in Word documents

or NoSQL databases and manually analyze it or use the analysis tools in a
NoSQL database to examine this type of data.

 
If we zoom out and look at the bigger picture of Big Data. The global big
data as a service (BDaaS) market is estimated to reach $42.7B by 2024,

registering a CAGR of 30.5% from $11.3B in 2019, according to new
studies. The increasing requirement of structured data for analyses,
which helps organizations achieve targets, coupled with the growing

number of social media platforms and users accessing accessible
multimedia content on the Internet, such as videos, audio, and text, are

anticipated to drive the market growth over the forecast period. 
 

A Forbes survey also found that more than 95% of businesses face some
kind of need to manage unstructured data, with over 40% of businesses

saying they must do so on a frequent basis. Companies that can best
address both sets of customer needs could enjoy a strong position in the
market. Forbes' estimate that growing demand for global market of data
analytics and business intelligence services may boost revenues north of

$200B in 2020. More than 150 zettabytes, as in 150 trillion gigabytes of
data, will need analysis by 2025. The chart below is expected to go

parabolic with regards to data consumption in the next decade.
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Users demanding more of applications
Increasing complexity in enterprise IT
Growing need for data-driven insights across a broadening set of
business functions
Increasing supply of data
Advances in analytical techniques  

Business users and consumers have grown accustomed to on-demand
functionality and the ability to transact within seconds. Search enables
application providers to tailor content and functionality to individuals

quickly and deliver superior user experiences, even as data volumes have
skyrocketed and the pace of change has accelerated. 

 
Trends driving consumption of data like never before are:

 



As expected, with such a huge market there are going to be a
lot of players vying for a piece of the search industry pie.
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PRIVATE PUBLIC



CUBE'S TOP
PROS FOR 
ESTC

 

SUBSCRIPTION
REVENUE %

REVENUE
GROWTH - ESP.
NET DOLLAR
EXPANSION RATE

MARKET SIZE &
EXPECTED
GROWTH
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CUBE'S TOP
CONS FOR 
ESTC

COMPETITION

LACK OF
PROFITABILITY

LACK OF GROSS
MARGIN
EXPANSION
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BALANCE SHEET



As we examine ESTC's balance sheet, we'll notice it is actually fairly
healthy. The company is sitting on approximately $294M in cash which

is only down slightly Y/Y from $298M. We'll also see that assets
jumped a lot from $485M to $741M and this is because the company

acquired Endgame, a pioneer and industry-recognized leader in
endpoint protection, detection, and response, for a total purchase

price was $234M, paid through the issuance of approximately 2.2M
ordinary shares of ESTC in late 2019. This acquisition is why goodwill

now stands at $198M.
 

As we move further down the balance sheet, the company has little
debt and a total of $260M in current liabilities which are healthy

considering the company has more cash on hand than that figure and
$418M in current assets. Also most of these current liabilities are

deferred revenue which means they have collected the money from
customers but still owe the service hence its a liability to the tune of

$189M. So the liabilities they do have are not cash-related but more so
service related.

 
All in all, ESTC is well capitalized for both the long and short term and

solvency/liquidity are not an area to worry about.
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 CUBEWEALTH

INCOME STATEMENT

ESTC REPORT



Total revenue was $113.2M, an increase of 60% Y/Y, or 61% on a
constant currency basis.
SaaS revenue was $25.1M, an increase of 114% Y/Y, or 118% on a
constant currency basis.
Calculated billings was $122.9M, an increase of 54% Y/Y, or 56% on a
constant currency basis.
Deferred revenue was $209.8 million, an increase of 52% Y/Y
GAAP operating loss was $42.3M; GAAP operating margin was -37%.
Non-GAAP operating loss was $20.2M; non-GAAP operating margin
was -18%.
GAAP net loss per share was $0.55; non-GAAP net loss per share was
$0.28.
Operating cash flow was -$23.2M with free cash flow of -$24.2M
Total subscription customer count was over 10,500, compared to over
9,700 in Q2.
Total customer count with Annual Contract Value “ACV” greater than
$100,000 was over 570, compared to over 525 in Q2.
Subscription revenue represented 92% of total revenue.
Net Expansion Rate continued to be greater than 130%.

Looking at the income statement, ESTC fired back with some really
impressive growth. 
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The areas CUBE can't stress enough that really stand out are the fact
that revenue is growing 60% Y/Y which is pretty consistent since Q2 of

2019. The other area is the net expansion rate of more than 130% is some
of the highest in tech. This number tells us that current customers are
spending even more with ESTC through add-on services and offerings.



Total revenue is expected to be between $119M - $120M
Non-GAAP operating margin is expected to be between -20.5% and
-19.5%.
Non-GAAP net loss per share is expected to be between $0.32 and
$0.30

Total revenue is expected to be between $423M - $424M
Non-GAAP operating margin is expected to be approximately -20.5%,
including approximately -2% related to the acquisition of Endgame.
Non-GAAP net loss per share is expected to be between $1.13 and
$1.12, assuming app

Looking ahead, for Q4 2020 (ending April 30, 2020):
 

 
 

For FY2020 (ending April 30, 2020):
 

 
 

The guidance implies revenue growth of 50% rev growth from Q4 2020
vs. Q4 2019 and the FY20 guidance implies rev growth of 56% rev growth

Y/Y vs. FY19. These are solid growth rates but the biggest issue with
ESTC is that profitability does not look to be in the cards until at least

FY2022/FY2023 as the company is really sinking a lot of money into R&D
and marketing. This has it's pros and cons. As long as the company can
show the Street that the spending is leading to more growth it will be

accepted but any slip up and it could spell trouble for the stock.
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The statement of cash flows looks pretty bleak. The company doesn't
generate any free cash yet with approximately -$48M in free cash flow 9

months through FY2020 as the company had -$24M in operating cash
flow and another -$24M in capex. The acquisition of Endgame did not

hurt cash flows because ESTC financed the purchase with stock. On the
financing cash flows portion, the company recorded $50.6M in proceeds
from the sale of ordinary shares upon the exercise of stock options. As a

result, cash was little changed on a Y/Y basis. 
 

Looking ahead, it would be nice to see ESTC get closer to cash flow
positive if they aren't going to drive positive EPS for the foreseeable

future. Doing so will allow for multiple expansion and really give shares
the fuel they need to drive higher.
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When we look at the fundamentals, we are going to compare ESTC to other
fast growing younger tech names like Twilio (TWLO), Zendesk (ZEN), Okta

(OKTA), Splunk (SPLK), Alteryx (AYX), MongoDB (MDB), and DataDog (DDOG).
 

Many of the companies do not generate positive EPS so we have to go off of
enterprise value to sales ratios. DDOG stands at the top of the list as most

expensive with 23.7x forward sales. SPLK is at the bottom at 8.5x while ESTC
is toward the lower range at 10.4x.

 
Note: CUBE's personal investing rule is to avoid stocks over 20x forward sales.



ESTC
FUNDAMENTALS

 

After taking into account cost of goods sold, AYX has the best margins bar
none at 90.6% over the last twelve months. ESTC has good margins at 75.2%

but the company hasn't been growing them much as this figure has been
falling but slowly rising as of late.

 
TWLO has the lowest gross margins of 53.7%.



ESTC
FUNDAMENTALS

 

When it comes to young tech companies it is all about revenue growth.
Over the last year, DDOG has been posting the best revenue growth of

83.2%. ESTC is in the middle of the pack at a healthy 61.8%. SPLK, which has
the best cash flows and cheapest P/S ratio, is growing the slowest out of

the group at 33.5%.
 

When you analyze these tech companies it's all about the trade off. ESTC
seems to fall down the middle on all growth and margins which is why they

aren't valued more than 20x sales and also aren't trading at 8x sales.
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TECH ANALYSIS 

SUMMARY

The Street reacted very well to ESTC's

earnings yesterday. The company was

denied by the 200DMA of $78.53 but did

settle to close the day slightly above the

100DMA of $71.46. 

 

Given how hard shares pushed higher and

the current market sentiment with the

Coronavirus, CUBE expects the company

to fall a little more to battle the R1

support of $71.07 and fall for a short

period of time to the pivot point of $67.30

before catching a bid. 

 

In the longer-term, CUBE sees shares

starting to rise as the recent quarterly

results assured investors that while

profitability isn't there, growth sure is. 

 

When things cool down in the global

markets, we expect to see ESTC try for the

200DMA once again.



BULLISH OR

BEARISH?

VS.

MORE BULLISH
(POSITIVE)

MORE BEARISH
(NEGATIVE)



Elastic was very close to getting the "very bullish" CUBE box but their lack

of free cash flow and awful EBITDA/net income margins prevented that

from happening. We think the company is in a great position to capitalize

on the booming big data market and actually believe that ESTC is a

legitimate takeout candidate by several of those companies we already

listed like that of Amazon and Oracle as well as Microsoft or IBM. 

 

The company has a healthy balance sheet, fairly good gross margins

(which we'd like to see rise some more with scale) and a very impressive

net expansion rate. CUBE would also like to see ESTC focus a little more

on the bottom line as a company growing 60% for this long generally

trades at much higher multiple than 10x sales. It is because of their large

EBITDA and EPS losses that they aren't getting a more premium valuation.

ESTC obviously isn't focusing on the bottom line at the moment and is in

full-on growth mode but if they could find that balance a little better we

believe they would unlock a lot of value for shareholders. What investors

will be looking for without a doubt is how ESTC is able to grow revenues

and send them to the bottom line when growth eventually begins to

taper. We believe much of this uncertainty is why shares have been

swinging wildly and also why they are down nearly 26% Y/Y even after

yesterday's 12% gain. All things considered, we believe ESTC is a good

young tech name that can earn a small spot in one's portfolio.

ESTC
CONCLUSION



NOTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT, OR ANY DOCUMENTS FOR THAT
MATTER, SHOULD BE USED OR CONSTRUED AS AN OFFER TO SELL, A

SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY, OR A RECOMMENDATION FOR ANY
SECURITY. NOR IS IT INTENDED AS INVESTMENT, TAX, FINANCIAL OR

LEGAL ADVICE. INVESTORS SHOULD SEEK SUCH PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
FOR THEIR PARTICULAR SITUATION. CUBE DOES NOT MAKE ANY

GUARANTEE OR OTHER PROMISE AS TO ANY RESULTS THAT MAY BE
OBTAINED FROM USING OUR CONTENT. NO ONE SHOULD MAKE ANY

INVESTMENT DECISION WITHOUT FIRST CONSULTING HIS OR HER OWN
FINANCIAL ADVISOR AND CONDUCTING HIS OR HER OWN RESEARCH
AND DUE DILIGENCE. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW,

CUBE DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL LIABILITY IN THE EVENT ANY
INFORMATION, COMMENTARY, ANALYSIS, OPINIONS, ADVICE AND/OR

RECOMMENDATIONS PROVE TO BE INACCURATE, INCOMPLETE OR
UNRELIABLE, OR RESULT IN ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER LOSSES.

CONTENT CONTAINED ON OR MADE AVAILABLE IS NOT INTENDED TO
AND DOES NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE OR INVESTMENT ADVICE
AND NO ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP IS FORMED. YOUR USE OF

THE INFORMATION IS AT YOUR OWN RISK. THIS CONTENT IS
CONFIDENTIAL AND MUST NOT BE DISTRIBUTED

DISCLAIMER


